The Blue Marble and mappings of our Earth
This famous "Blue Marble" photo was one of the first photos taken from space with the Earth in full view.
The picture was taken on December 7, 1972, as the Apollo 17 crew left Earth’s orbit for the moon. With the
sun at their backs, the crew had a perfectly lit view of our blue planet.

The region shown in this photograph extends from the Mediterranean Sea area to the Antarctic south polar
ice cap. This is the first time the Apollo trajectory made it possible to photograph the south polar ice cap.
Note the heavy cloud cover in the southern hemisphere. Almost the entire coastline of Africa is clearly
visible. The Arabian Peninsula can be seen at the northeastern edge of Africa. The large island off the
coast of Africa is Madagascar. The Asian mainland is on the horizon towards the northeast.
I wanted to find a map of the world and orient myself to what I was seeing in this image. Wow, I found all
kinds of maps and they don’t all have the same shapes of land and sea. I guess it is very hard to map a 3-d
globe to a 2-d picture. I wondered why the maps looked so different from each other.

Take a look at some of the maps that I found.

Mercator projection

Goode homolosine projection

Gall–Peters projection

Winkel tripel projection

1. Compare these four maps. On a separate piece of paper, describe each projection and what you see
that is the same or different from the other maps.
2. Maps are used for different purposes. Can you think of some characteristics that a mapmaker might
want to demonstrate with his/her map?

3. The Goode homolosine projection is supposed to resemble a removed orange peel flattened. Describe
what you think is distorted, poorly described, or truly represented in this image of our Earth.

4. The Gall-Peters map of our Earth is meant to maintain the areas of land surfaces. How does this map
compare in distortion with the Blue Marble image?

5. The Winkel tripel projection is meant to be a compromise mapping that minimally distorts area, direction,
and distance. Describe how you think this map varies from what you can see in the Blue Marble image.

6. Choose the map that you find most useful (or find a different projection in an atlas or on your computer).
Begin by giving a reason for why you prefer the map that you have chosen and then label the Blue
Marble picture with at least 8 identifications and observations.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Blue_Marble
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